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Let’s start our Cialis conversation with some facts about ED. If you ask 10 men to name the
most awful health disorder they can imagine, 9 of them will speak about erection problems. This
simple test shows the importance of erectile function in the eyes of modern society. The most
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impressive thing is men are absolutely right from the physiological point of view as well, naming
normal ability to perform sexually as a very precious aspect of men’s health. Years of clinical
testing proved that normal sex life is vitally important for men’s physical and mental health. Two
or three intercourses a weak help prevent nervous breakdowns, headaches, colds,
hypertension (high blood pressure), heart attack, stroke, a number of CSN disorders, diabetes
and even cancer. The matter is that sex is a unique natural training for every organ, tissue and
body system of a man, 20 mg cialis saying nothing of psychophysical enjoyment and
relaxation. - taking erection pills to support your compromised erectile function (you will not
have to take Cialis for the rest of your life – when your CNS restores, you will not need any
chemical stimulators). - Cialis works within 30-45 minutes, when it takes up to 1 hour for brand
pill to become fully effective; - Cialis lasts longer – it stays in the body for almost 36 hours as
compared to 24 hours of brand pills; - Cialis can be taken with alcohol, and as for brand ‘love
pill’, manufacturers ask you to keep off alcohol; - Cialis is cheaper than brand pills, and you can
always afford normal treatment.
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